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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Can A Helicopter Pilot/Computer Genius Take On Yahoo?
“Flying is my second passion. Computers have been driving my life since my first Gameboy.”
John C. Harrison, founder, president, and chief “techie” of GCIS (Greater Cincinnati Information Services) is
proudly showing off and adjusting his latest shipment of servers.
“I started a web hosting business because so many of the host services were either just resellers with no
equipment of their own, or were so big, if you had a problem you could only attempt to solve it with E-mail or by
contacting a ‘help’ center which was seldom any help,” Harrison said.
”We saw a need for fast, reliable hosting for businesses that had vert dynamic web sites requiring an absolute
minimum of downtime. At very competitive pricing.”
Thus GCIS was born 10 years ago.
"You can definitely call us a perfect example of the ‘shoemakers children go without shoes’ proverb because,
until today, our web page was simply that, a web page.”
The new GCIS site went live today.
"We needed a site that both better reflected our greatly expanded capabilities and provided better, easier to use
help tools for our clients.”
Some of the new offerings – customized web site design with a difference.
“We know speed is incredibly important in a web site. Unfortunately, too many site designs build in unnecessary
programming that actually slows a site down. We can fix that.”
The long and growing list of GCIS clients confirm they're meeting a real need in the marketplace.
From Enstrom Helicopter in Michigan to Boucherie in France, all are satisfied GCIS customers.
Check out the new site at www.GCIS.net
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